SURF 2022
THE 9TH SYMPOSIUM ON PAVEMENT SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
Milano, Italy – September 12-14, 2022

Guards will be planted for the future of pavement surface characteristics while accomplishing efficiency, safety, sustainability and meeting next generation mobility needs.

Get involved, be SPONSOR or EXHIBITOR of SURF 2022

Your benefit as a sponsor
SURF 2022 is a great opportunity for your company to re-establish direct contacts with your international target market. Take this opportunity!

info@surf2022.org
SYMPOSIUM MAIN THEMES

- Data monitoring and performance assessment
- Innovation in asset management to meet next generation mobility needs
- Economic and political strategies
- Life-cycle cost analysis and assessment
- Safety and risk issues
- Sustainability issues (noise, vibration, pollution, fuel consumption, etc.)
- Surface layer design
- Maintenance and preservation treatments
- Materials and design